
SAP Professional Testimonial

Today, many professionals are turning to SAP Education for an impetus in career. 

The most innovative of SAP Education delivery channels is called SAP Student 

Academy. The SAP Student Academy program expands on SAP’s existing 

engagement with  the University sector. Student Academies are designed to 

improve the convenience and cost-effectiveness of training for graduate and 

post-graduate students seeking a career in SAP solutions.

With SAP Student Academy, students like Ms. Meera Upadhyay are looking 

to provide their career with the SAP advantage and give it a truly global flavor. 

Ms. Meera Upadhyay got an SAP Certification in Financial Accounting from 

SASMIRA’s Institute in the year 2012. She is now working as an SAP Senior 

Software Engineer in an MNC. A job and a career she is elated about. 

Established in the year 2010-2011, Sasmira Institute of Management studies 

& Research aims at realizing the potential of talented individuals. Sasmira is 

supported by a large number of experts from the business world who are also 

associated as faculty for management programmes. The interactive learning 

environment at the institute equips students with rigorous analytical tools for 

effective managerial decision making. The institute believes in providing quality 

teaching by experts skilled at integrating the cutting edge of theoretical knowledge 

with practical applications. 

Here are a few excerpts of an interview with Ms. Meera. A standing testimony for 

the quality of SAP Education. 

Meera Upadhyay

SAP-certified in 

Financial Accounting
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Ms. Meera, please give us your background.

I am a B.Com graduate and have got a Masters in Management Studies degree. Along with that I am an SAP Certified Professional in 

Financial Accounting. Currently I am working as a Senior Software Engineer in an MNC.

What prompted you to take up SAP Certification?

I wanted to be part of reputed IT Company with a good position and package other than just being a Management Professional. For 

that I wanted to do some professional IT course, which will take me to the next level in my career.

How did you go about your certification?

I decided to take up SAP Student Academy training after analysing the time and money I had. Student Academy training was for 5 

months with self practice and exercises given in study materials provided by SAP Education. Along with that, there was a system with 

SAP logon, this gave hands-on experience on SAP how it helps various industries manage their business easily.

What were the highlights of SAP training?

The highlights of sap training were many. For example, the simple and lucid study material (hard copy as well as soft copy), the 

configuration exercises after notes, practice questions and the Citrix SAP logon. 

The most interesting of the lot was the Citrix SAP logon for eLearning material. It was like an ocean of knowledge. Whatever is the 

doubt or clarification, like finding a full form of any terminology or finding its definition or finding its practical example or cross 

checking into system, you could access them all.

How has SAP helped you and your job?

After SAP training, my concepts and understating about subject became stronger. Not just that theoretically I was prepared, but also 

had hands-on knowledge on SAP. This aided me in remembering all the transactions’ codes and helped me crack the interview in my 

dream company.  

SAP has helped me gain knowledge in financial accounting and currently I am working on it without any difficulty. To hone my skills 

and for a climb in my career, I should have an additional skill set, for which I am also planning to do Certification in controlling (CO) 

module.

Would you recommend SAP to your peers?

Why not! I will surely recommend SAP Education training to all those candidates who are willing to be part of an IT company and ERP/ 

R3 family and whose willing to grow in SAP.

What is that makes SAP unique?

To be successful, we always say it’s necessary to do your homework. SAP Training helps you do your homework and enhance not only 

your knowledge but also your confidence over the subject.

IT companies focus on candidates knowledge and skill set where you have to prove daily to sustain. It’s challenging everyday because 

you find lot of competitors from different background, experience and expertise. And with SAP Training by your side you are ready to 

take on these challenges with ease and confidence. 
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